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Johann König, Berlin takes great pleasure in presenting the work of the Berlin-
based artist Jorinde Voigt (b. 1977, Frankfurt-on-Main) in this, her first solo 
exhibition in the gallery.  
 
A Difference that makes a Difference – Position – Inkommunikabilität – Egomotion – 
Focus – Tubes – Forget Incommunicability – Adler – Hügel – Stairs – Grüne Treppe 
 
 
On display are twelve new works, Position + Inkommunikabilität – Grüne Treppe 
[Position + Incommunicability – Green Stairs] (2014), works from the series A 
Difference That Makes A Difference (2014), 16 lead-made objects from Settings 
(Erstarrungen) [Solidifications] (2014) and works from the series 
Inkommunikabilität [Incommunicability] (2014).  
 
In order to visualize her complex experimental set-ups, Jorinde Voigt employs 
primarily the medium of drawing, using it to create her own realities and her own 
thought models. Her mainly large-format compositions cannot be unequivocally 
categorized as figurative or abstract pictures; moreover, what appears at first to 
be a systematic conception seems always to expand into the gesticular.  
 
Deploying a method that she has gradually developed over the past eight years, the 
artist tries to turn experiences, thoughts, conceptualizations or also associations 
derived from music, literature or philosophy into visible form and to site them in 
a system representing movements and spatio-temporal contexts. The subject material 
involved in her work is highly subjective, revolving more around forms of 
perception and processes of apprehending than around the objects as such. Voigt’s 
works unfold their particular appeal through their dovetailing of the meticulous 
and the impulsive, the orderly and the chaotic, the scientific and the poetic. 
Linear and hand-written elements have, for some years, been augmented by an 
increasing number of coloured surfaces made of a variety of materials. And now, in 
addition, Voigt is transposing her compositions into the sculptural sphere. 
 
The title of the series A Difference That Makes A Difference refers to a definition 
of the concept of 'information'1 formulated by the anthropologist Gregory Bateson 
and stands as it were symbolically for the work-process of composition, which is 
concerned with the multifariousness of form-giving devices. Central to the process 
is an almost aggressive hurl of flung ink, which the artist calls a 'splash', and 
which spreads out over the sheet of paper in a liberating impulse, leaving behind 
it an intuitively created trace that is uncontrollable and irreversible. This 
spontaneous modus operandi, in complete contrast to Voigt’s meticulous writing, was 
first practised in the pieces that formed the Archetyp [Archetype] (2011) series. 
In the next step, Voigt draws in outline the fundamental form of the created splash 

                                                            
1 'What we mean by information – the elementary unit of information – is a difference which 
makes a difference', in: Gregory Bateson: Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Chicago 1972, p. 459 



 
 

in an act of conscious yet associative apprehending. The form, which is now 
executed as an intarsia – Voigt cuts the surface out, gilds it and subsequently re-
inserts it – thus functions both as the shadow and as a making conscious of the 
splash. While in her works on literary and philosophical texts the coloured and 
metallic intarsias serve to make visible what has been intuitively grasped from the 
texts, here in A Difference That Makes A Difference the understanding of an act 
takes place within the picture itself. The artist’s choice of material is not 
intended to arouse associations of pure quality or high value. What interests her 
rather is the autonomous character, the wellnigh immaterial non-colour of gold. 
Depending on point of view and incidence of light, the surface colour changes and 
reflects its surroundings – a characteristic that is simultaneously immanent in the 
reflective act of form-giving. 
 
In the step that now follows, the whole is embedded in the notational web of lines 
and writing which the artist calls the 'matrix'. A variety of spatial parameters – 
axes of rotation and lines of egomotion (self-movement) – and their temporal 
counterparts locate the forms in an ostensibly objective system leaving the 
beholder a wide variety of options as to how to envisage the movements, future 
developments and past states of the individual elements. In addition, fine pencil 
lines give information concerning the construction process and the way in which the 
separate elements are functionally connected, and a red dot, rubbed in with 
circular movements of pastel pigment forms a dense 'focus' rotating at high speed. 
In a final step, Voigt draws red lines – which she calls 'Now' – over the 
composition as a documentary tracing of her overall picture creation process. 
 
In the series Settings (Erstarrungen) [Solidifications], the lead-created objects 
transpose the 'splash' as it were into three-dimensionality. Not only is a formal 
similarity discernible, but the process by which the objects are created is based 
on an act of impulsiveness similar to that of the 'splash': with a sweeping 
movement, the artist flings liquid lead, boiling at 400°, into cold water. The lead 
solidifies, forming complex, unpredictable, but profoundly sensuous shapes, which 
retain the vigorous, bold sweep of their creation. In this elementarily physical 
process, two aspects of Jorinde Voigt’s work are superimposed on one another – a 
spontaneously created chaos and its conscious mapping. Here, it is the beholder who 
creates the system of the matrix: he or she determines the movement and rotation of 
the object while walking around the works. 
 
The twelve large-format sheets coming under Position + Inkommunikabilität – Grüne 
Treppe [Position + Incommunicability – Green Stairs], bring together a range of 
elements from Jorinde Voigt’s oeuvre and can be read as an ongoing sequence. Here 
again, all of the forms involved are located within a drawn and written 'matrix'. 
The 'splash' is to be found not just as one form among many but at times as a 
background covering the entire sheet. Covered in gold, white gold or copper, the 
intarsias mark positions that Voigt creates by laying parts of her body on the 
sheet and subsequently tracing the outline of the impress. Thus there can be no 
simplistic distinction made here between 'representational' and 'non-
representational': the positions bring together both modes of perception plus the 
performative process of creation all in one. While in the group of works entitled 
Inkommunikabilität [Incommunicability] (2014) the drawn body positions – which make 
their first appearance here – were linked together by convolved fields of movement 
coiling into themselves, in Position + Incommunicability – Green Stairs these 
fields in part hover autonomously in the drawing space, no longer referring 



 
 

unequivocally to specific positions. They are now accompanied by forms which 
emerged as spontaneously evoked inner images during the reading of literary texts 
and which for the artist body forth the essence of her memory of the texts in 
question. In the case of Position + Incommunicability – Green Stairs, these forms 
are tubular in shape – tubes, separate or bundled together, and again worked up as 
intarsias, from which a diffused, coloured light radiates out in the form of clouds 
of pastel pigments. These shapes came to Voigt during the reading of a city 
portrait by the Italian writer Italo Calvino. In his depiction of the city of 
Isaura in the novel Le città invisibili [Invisible Cities] (1972), Calvino 
describes an imaginary city that is supplied from a subterranean lake by a system 
of tubes and pumps. The tubes in Voigt’s compositions, however, do not point in any 
direction; nor again, like the staircases – reminiscent of M. C. Escher – which are 
likewise worked up as intarsias, do they join up two unambiguous points. Rather, 
they symbolize the abstract idea of a transformer – a changer and transporter of 
energy. 
 
While looking at Jorinde Voigt’s works the beholder becomes immersed in a highly 
individual system of perception, one that, as it were, both exerts a fascination 
and makes highly taxing demands. Contemplative and focused, still and yet 
untrammeled at one and the same time, Voigt’s thought models call into question any 
notion we may entertain that we have unequivocal, univocal processes available for 
grasping and understanding our culture and the world around us. 
 
Text: Carlo Paulus 
 
 
Jorinde Voigt (b. 1977, Frankfurt am Main) lives and works in Berlin where she 
graduated in Visual Culture Studies at the University of the Arts, studying in the 
master class of Katharina Sieverding. In 2014 she has been appointed Professor for 
Conceptual Drawing and Painting at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Munich. 
 
In 2015 Jorinde Voigt’s next solo exhibition will be held at Kunsthalle Krems, 
Austria (2015). Among the numerous institutions that presented solo exhibitions 
with her works so far, are amongst others MACRO Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, Rome 
(2014); Langen Foundation, Neuss, Germany (2013); Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto 
(2012); Von der Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal, Germany (2011); Gemeentemuseum, Den Haag, 
Netherlands (2010). Major group exhibitions include Moscow Museum of Modern Art, 
Moscow (2014); Centre Pompidou, Paris (2013); Bonnefantenmuseum, Maastricht, The 
Netherlands (2012); 54th International Art Exhibition, Venice Biennale (2011); 
Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany (2010); Museum Folkwang, Essen, Germany (2008). In 2012 
Jorinde Voigt received the Daniel & Florence Guerlain Contemporary Drawing Prize. 
 
Jorinde Voigt’s work is represented in a number of major collections, including the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York; the Art Institute of Chicago, IL USA; the Centre 
Pompidou, Paris; the State Collection of Graphic Art, Munich, Germany; and the 
Museum of Prints and Drawings, Berlin, among others. 
 


